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   ENGLISH -  BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT, PLEASE VISIT THE SETTINGS MENU ON YOUR PLAYSTATION®4 
SYSTEM FOR IMPORTANT HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION

PRECAUTIONS - This game disc contains software for the PlayStation®4 system (PS4™) and conforms to PS4™ specifications 
for the PAL market only. Carefully read the Safety Guide for the PS4™ to ensure correct usage and storage of this game disc.

HEALTH WARNING - Always play in a well lit environment. Take regular breaks, 15 minutes every hour. Discontinue playing 
if you experience dizziness, nausea, fatigue or have a headache. Some individuals are sensitive to flashing or flickering 
lights or geometric shapes and patterns, may have an undetected epileptic condition and may experience epileptic seizures 
when watching television or playing videogames. Consult your doctor before playing videogames if you have an epileptic 
condition and immediately should you experience any of the following symptoms whilst playing: altered vision, muscle 
twitching, other involuntary movement, loss of awareness, confusion and/or convulsions.

3D HEALTH WARNING - Some people may experience discomfort (such as eye strain, eye fatigue or nausea) while 
watching 3D video images or playing stereoscopic 3D games on 3D televisions. If you experience such discomfort you 
should immediately discontinue use of your television until the discomfort subsides. Generally we recommend that you 
avoid prolonged use of your PS4™ system and take 15 minute breaks during each hour of play. However, when playing 
stereoscopic 3D games or watching 3D video, the length and frequency of necessary breaks may vary from person to person –  
please take breaks that are long enough to allow any feelings of discomfort to subside. If symptoms persist, consult your 
doctor. The vision of young children (especially those under six years old) is still under development. We recommend 
that you consult with your child’s doctor or optometrist before allowing young children to watch 3D video images or play 
stereoscopic 3D games. Adults should supervise young children to ensure they follow the recommendations listed above. 

VR HEALTH WARNING - Some people may experience motion sickness, nausea, disorientation, blurred vision 
or other discomfort while viewing virtual reality content. If any of these symptoms are experienced, stop using 
immediately and remove the VR headset.

PIRACY - The use of PS4™ and PS4™ game discs are governed by software licence. The PS4™ and the PS4™ game discs 
contain technical protection mechanisms designed to prevent the unauthorised reproduction of the copyright works present 
on the PS4™ game discs. The unauthorised use of registered trademarks or the unauthorised reproduction of copyright 
works by circumventing these mechanisms or otherwise is prohibited by law. If you have any information about pirate 
product or methods used to circumvent our technical protection measures please email anti-piracy@eu.playstation.com 
or call your local Customer Service number. 

SET PARENTAL CONTROLS - The rating on the front of box indicates the age for which this game disc is appropriate. Set the 
parental control on your device to prevent play by children who are below that age. For information on age ratings and how 
to set the parental controls, see the Quick Start Guide included with your PS4™ or visit playstation.com/parents

HELP & SUPPORT - Please visit eu.playstation.com or refer to the telephone number below: 

United Kingdom  ☎ 0203 538 2665  Call charges vary depending on your landline / mobile provider. Please check 
with your provider before calling.

Ireland  ☎ 01 691 7379  Call charges vary depending on your landline / mobile provider. Please check with your 
provider before calling.
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Your favorite marsupial, Crash Bandicoot™, is back! He’s 
enhanced, entranced, and ready-to-dance with the N. Sane 
Trilogy game collection. Now you can experience Crash 
Bandicoot like never before — in full Fur-K. Spin, jump, 
wump, and repeat as you take on the epic challenges and 
adventures through the three games that started it all, 
Crash Bandicoot™, Crash Bandicoot™ 2: Cortex Strikes 
BackTM, and Crash Bandicoot™ 3: WarpedTM. Relive all your 
favorite CrashTM moments in their fully-remastered HD 
graphical glory and get ready to put some UMPH in your 
WUMP!

After launching game, you will have the option to choose 
between Crash Bandicoot™, Crash Bandicoot™ 2: Cortex 
Strikes Back, or Crash Bandicoot™ 3: Warped. Pick a 
game, jump into a level, and get ready to play all that 
remastered glory. 

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

GETTING STARTEDGETTING STARTED
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1  WUMPA FRUIT: Once you Collect 100 Wumpa Fruit, you earn 
an extra life!

2  BOXES: Track the number of boxes left on each level.

3  LIVES: View your remaining lives.

4  AKU AKU MASK: Aku Aku will protect you from danger during 
your adventure. Collect three to temporarily be invulnerable 
to any damage.

5  TNT BOXES: Jumping on these will start a 3 second fuse and 
BOOM! Be careful to never Spin attack any of these.

6  CHECKPOINT BOXES: Allows you to return to that checkpoint 
if something tragic were to happen to Crash.

PLAYING THE GAMEPLAYING THE GAME
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You can earn valuable Gems and Keys throughout your adventure. 
Gems are awarded in the Stage Clear area by getting through an 
entire level without losing one Crash and breaking open all of the 
boxes. Keys are awarded in the Cortex Bonus Rounds. Gems and 
Keys allow Crash to access secret areas that were not originally 
open to him.

Bonus Rounds can be accessed by collecting tokens found inside 
boxes. These tokens may feature the likenesses of Tawna, Dr. Neo 
Cortex, or Dr. N. Brio. Once you have collected all 3 tokens, you will 
be transported to a Bonus Round that features a ton of boxes and 
Wumpa fruit. If you end up falling off the screen, do not worry you 
will not lose a life, you simply will be transported back to the level 
you started from.

MOVE 

PAUSE MENU

JUMP

INVENTORY STATUS

SPIN

(HOLD TO JUMP HIGHER)

GEMS, KEYS, AND BONUS ROUNDSGEMS, KEYS, AND BONUS ROUNDS

CONTROLSCONTROLS
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Welcome to the ancient Warp Room! As Dr. Cortex explained this was 
built by an ancient civilization centuries ago and allows you to access 
points all over the world to find those coveted Crystals. The Portal 
doors will track your progress and track any gems you collect along 
your journey.

WARP ROOMWARP ROOM

MOVE 

PAUSE MENU

CROUCH/DUCK

JUMP

INVENTORY STATUS

CROUCH/DUCK

SPIN

(HOLD TO JUMP HIGHER)

CONTROLSCONTROLS

Run +     / R1 : Slide
     +      / R1 : Body Slam
     /  R1 +      : High Jump

COMBO MOVESCOMBO MOVES
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Crash must collect all 25 Crystals to power 
the Cortex Vortex and save the world from a 
catastrophic solar flux. For each level you play 
there will be one Crystal for you to collect and 
place on the Portal door.

Bonus Paths are marked by a giant ‘?’ platform that 
leads Crash to a secret path. In these areas, you can 
earn lots of goodies, but only if you complete it. If you 
fall or die, then you will return back without any of your 
hard-earned bonuses.

BONUS PATHSBONUS PATHS

CRYSTALSCRYSTALS
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MOVE 

PAUSE MENU

CROUCH/DUCK

JUMP

INVENTORY STATUS

CROUCH/DUCK

SPIN

(HOLD TO JUMP HIGHER)

CONTROLSCONTROLS

ACTION CONTROLSACTION CONTROLS

: Release from Hang
 : Spin

/ R1 : Pull Legs Up

HANGINGHANGING
: Fast Kick Swim

/ R1 : Swim & Spin

SWIMMINGSWIMMING

 +     : Super Body Slam
   +     (at top of first jump) : Super Double Jump

D-pad/Left-Stick + R2 : Crash Dash
L2 +     : Bazooka

 (repeatedly) : Death Tornado Spin

SPECIAL POWER MOVESSPECIAL POWER MOVES

Run +     / R1 : Slide
     +      / R1 : Body Slam
     /  R1 +      : High Jump

COMBO MOVESCOMBO MOVES
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Crystals are the most important items in the game. Find all 25 
Crystals to finish the game (there’s one hidden in every level except 
the Boss levels). In some levels, you will earn the Crystal at the end 
or after completing a specific challenge.

 : Torpedo
/ R1 : Turbo Boost

CRYSTALSCRYSTALS

VEHICLE CONTROLSVEHICLE CONTROLS

JET SUBJET SUB
: Accelerate

/     / R1 : Brake

MOTORCYCLEMOTORCYCLE
     : Barrel Roll
     : Air Brakes

     / R1 : Machine Gun

BI-PLANEBI-PLANE

: Accelerate
 + D-pad/Left-Stick 
(while jumping) : Flip

JET SKIJET SKI

: Jump
/ R1 : Jump Off

T-REXT-REX PURA THE TIGERPURA THE TIGER
 : Jump

/     / R1 : Fast Run
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There are two types of Gems :

•	 Clear Gems are mainly awarded for breaking all the boxes in 
a level but can be awarded by other means in select levels.

•	 Colored Gems unlock hidden paths in levels different from 
where the gem is found.

You can win relics by re-entering the level after collecting the 
Crystal. You can play in Time Trial mode and if you beat the level 
under the pre-designated time (shown before you enter the level), 
you will be rewarded either a Sapphire, Gold, or Platinum Relic.

The first five Relics you receive will open up a Secret Warp Room and 
one secret level. Every five relics thereafter will open up another 
secret level. You must go through these secret levels to get 100% 
completion of the game.

GEMSGEMS

RELICSRELICS
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After you finish a level the first time, race through it again in Time 
Trial mode. You can win a Sapphire, Gold, or Platinum Relic depending 
on how fast you go. Sapphires are fairly easy to win and Platinum 
means you really “hauled bandicoot.”

To make a Time Trial run:

1   The pre-designated time appears on the level button in the 
Time Warp chamber. This is the time you must beat.

2  Touch the stopwatch near the beginning of a level to 
activate the timer; otherwise you will play the level in 
regular mode.

3  Speed through the level as fast as you can. When you break 
a box with a number on it, the clock freezes for that 
amount of time.

4  In the Time Trial mode, you do not lose lives so play through 
as many times as you like.

5  When you finish the level, the Name screen appears so you 
can register your best time.

Coco Bandicoot has used her Time Machine to travel back in time 
and help Crash! Look for her as you play through each of the three 
games. Once you find her, you will gain the ability to swap in Coco 
before you select certain levels, using the R2 trigger. Note: some 
levels are Crash or Coco specific.

TIME TRIALSTIME TRIALS

PLAYING AS COCO BANDICOOTPLAYING AS COCO BANDICOOT



Opening the game box and using the software constitutes acceptance 
of the Software License Agreement available at 
http://support.activision.com/license

Access all of your support needs at support.activision.com. Create 
a personalized account, explore our extensive knowledge base of 
troubleshooting tips, and tap into our massive community. You can 
also get customized assistance for your game by selecting “Contact 
Us” and choosing from the available options.

© 2017 Activision Publishing, Inc. ACTIVISION, CRASH, CORTEX STRIKES BACK, 
CRASH BANDICOOT and WARPED are trademarks of Activision Publishing, Inc. 
The rating icon is a trademark of the Entertainment Software Association. 
Opening the game box and using the software constitutes acceptance of the 
Software License Agreement available at http://support.activision.com/license. 
CRASH BANDICOOT™ N. SANE TRILOGY uses Havok®. © Copyright 1999-2017 
Havok.com Inc. (and its Licensors). All Rights Reserved. See www.havok.com for 
details. Uses Bink Video. Copyright © 1997-2017 by RAD Game Tools, Inc. All other 
trademarks and trade names are the properties of their respective owners.

SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENTSOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT

CUSTOMER CARECUSTOMER CARE


